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Introduction 

The Price Monitoring Group (PMG) was established by the Minister for 

Communications, Climate Action and Environment, Mr. Denis Naughten, T.D.. 

 

The purpose of Group is to monitor the on-going cost of residential waste collection to 

homeowners across Ireland as the 'flat-rate structure' is being phased out in line with 

Government waste policy to incentivise the prevention and segregation of household 

waste.  

 

The most recent report published was in April, 2018 in respect of data gathered in 

March.  

 

The reports monitor 26 service providers, which is made up of 19 individual companies 

with several of those being monitored in more than one area. Those companies made 

39 different service offerings available in March, 2018, down from from 41 in February 

and from 45 in the first report of the PMG in December.  

 

There are 9 different types of price models on the market. Examples of price models 

include: Service charge plus per kg weight charge; E-tag, Service charge plus charge 

per lift per bin plus per kg excess charge and Flat Rate. 



 

Green Bin Charges 

It is widely acknowledged that the decision by China to restrict its intake of recyclable 

waste has resulted in the cost of recycling increasing worldwide as more companies on 

an international scale jostle for access to a reduced number of outlets. Some providers 

have already informed their customers that they will be either increasing or introducing 

charges for recyclate from April.  

 

This is not a new concept as, since we began gathering data, various service offerings 

contained visible fees for recyclate, as can be seen in the data analysis published by 

the PMG.  

 

Consistent disclosure of prices 

An issue of concern to the PMG has been the ongoing difficulty in obtaining clear 

pricing information over the phone with prices having to be confirmed online in a 

number of instances. I am aware that this information is not always available online and 

that not everyone has internet access. In our last market comment the Group called on 

waste management companies to provide better training for staff answering calls to 

ensure pricing data is clear, complete and consistent and provided quickly and 

efficiently.   

 

Price Stability 

The group has considered seven months of data to date. While fluctuations in prices 

and service offerings have been observed, the overall trend is relative price stability.  

 

The most popular service offering now is the ‘Service charge including weight 

allowance, plus per kg charge for excess above allowance’. The availability of this price 



model has increased from 7 offerings in the first round of data collection to 16 offerings 

in the most recent round of data collection, down slightly from a peak of 18 in series 6.  

 

Membership 

The group comprises representatives from: 

-      Waste Policy & Resource Efficiency Division from the Department of 

Communications, Climate Action and Environment 

-      An economist from the Department of Communications, Climate Action and 

Environment, 

-      A statistician from the Central Statistics Office. 

-      Shelfwatch – an independent price monitoring group and 

-      myself, Frank Conway,  an independent consumer expert and Chair of the Group. 

  

To date, the Price Monitoring Group has met on eight occasions: 

 13th September 2017 

 11th October 2017 

 14th November 2017 

 12th December 2017 

 9th January 2018 

 13th February 2018 

 13th March 2018 

 10th April 2018. 

 

Appendix 1: Press Releases and comment to date 

Appendix 2: Market Data 

 

  



Appendix 1 

Household Waste Collection Charges Show No Change Since 

November.  

 Cost of household waste collection services continue to be stable with no change 

according to latest analysis - Household Waste Collection Price Monitoring Group 

(PMG). 

  

December 19th, 2017 

   

Household Waste Collection Charges Show No Change Since November. 

 Overall findings from the latest surveillance 

The latest findings are as follows: The Price Monitoring Group has observed no overall price 

changes when compared to those in the November analysis. 

  

How the report is prepared and compiled 

There is no single or uniform pricing arrangement available to homeowners across Ireland 

for the collection and disposal of household waste. Because of this and in order to 

effectively identify and track the full mix of pricing options, a total of 26 service providers 

are currently being actively mystery shopped on a month-by-month basis by Shelfwatch, an 

independent price monitoring company.  

  

Range of pricing models available to homeowners 

The Price Monitoring Group has identified 10 service offers across the 26 companies being 

actively tracked. This is the same number of service offers identified in the November 

report. Examples of the service offers include: service charge plus per kg weight charge; 

service charge plus charge per lift; service charge including weight allowance plus per kg 

excess weight charge, E-tag, Flat Rate and other options.  

  

About the Price Monitoring Group 

The Group was established on September 13th, 2017 to monitor the ongoing cost of 

residential waste disposal to homeowners across Ireland.  

 Composition of the PMG 

The group comprises representatives from:  

 Waste Policy & Resource Efficiency Division 

 An economist from the Department of Communications, Climate Action and 

Environment,  

 A statistician from the Central Statistics Office.  

 Shelfwatch – an independent price monitoring group and  

 Frank Conway, an independent consumer expert. 

 

 To date, the PMG has met on four separate occasions: 13 September, 11 October, 

14 November, and 12December. 

  

END 

Enquiries to:  

Frank Conway, Chairperson, Price Monitoring Group.  

Submissions to: pmg@moneywhizz.org(please note that this email address has been put 

in place to facilitate the submission of input to the Group. The Group will take all 

submissions on board but will be unable to respond to submissions on an individual basis)  

mailto:pmg@moneywhizz.org


 

Cost of household waste collection services stable in 

December - Price Monitoring Group (PMG)  

  

December market analysis identifies price fluctuations but overall, prices remain stable  

  

24 January, 2018 

  

Overall findings from the latest monitoring 

The December market analysis of the cost of household waste collection has identified a number of minor 

price fluctuations, both up and down. Additionally, there was an increase in the number of service providers 

adding 'flat rate' plans.  

  

How the report is prepared and compiled 

A total of 26 service providers are currently being actively mystery shopped on a month-by-month basis by 

Shelfwatch, an independent price monitoring company. 

  

Their analysis reveals there is no single or uniform pricing arrangement available to homeowners across 

Ireland for the collection of household waste. The latest analysis has identified an increase in the total number 

of service offerings across all service providers compared to the previous month, increasing from 41 to 45.  

  

The December analysis can be accessed at the following link https://www.dccae.gov.ie/en-

ie/environment/topics/waste/the-householder-and-waste/household-waste-collection/Pages/Price-Monitoring-

Group-.aspx 

  

Range of pricing models available to homeowners 

In the November analysis, the Price Monitoring Group identified 10 core service price models across all 26 

companies. In the December analysis, this has reduced by one, with one company migrating away from a 

charge-per-life-per-bin model.  

  

Examples of the service price models include: Service charge plus per kg weight charge; E-tag, Flat Rate and 

other options. A more thorough database of the service price models is included with this report. 

  

About the Price Monitoring Group 

The Group was established by the Minister for Communications, Climate Change & Environment, Mr. Denis 

Naughten, T.D., to monitor the on-going cost of residential waste collection to homeowners across Ireland as 

the 'flat-rate structure' is being phased out.  

Composition of the PMG 

https://www.dccae.gov.ie/en-ie/environment/topics/waste/the-householder-and-waste/household-waste-collection/Pages/Price-Monitoring-Group-.aspx
https://www.dccae.gov.ie/en-ie/environment/topics/waste/the-householder-and-waste/household-waste-collection/Pages/Price-Monitoring-Group-.aspx
https://www.dccae.gov.ie/en-ie/environment/topics/waste/the-householder-and-waste/household-waste-collection/Pages/Price-Monitoring-Group-.aspx


The group comprises representatives from:  

 Waste Policy & Resource Efficiency Division 

 An economist from the Department of Communications, Climate Action and Environment,  

 A statistician from the Central Statistics Office.  

 Shelfwatch – an independent price monitoring group and  

 Frank Conway, an independent consumer expert. 

  

To date, the PMG has met on five separate occasions: 13 September, 11 October, 14 November, 

12December and 9th January 2018.  

   

END 

Enquiries to: Frank Conway, Chairperson, Price Monitoring Group.   

Submissions to: pmg@moneywhizz.org(please note that this email address has been put in place to facilitate 

the submission of input to the Group. The Group will take all submissions on board but will be unable to 

respond to submissions on an individual basis)  

  

mailto:pmg@moneywhizz.org


 

January price monitoring reveals cost of residential waste 

collection stable for many, edge higher for some  

28th February 2018 

  

Flat-rate services decline slightly 

  

How the report is prepared and compiled 

A total of 26 service providers are currently being actively mystery shopped on a month-by-month 
basis across the Irish market. 

The latest analysis was carried out during the month of January. The analysis shows there is no 
single or uniform pricing arrangement for the collection of household waste. Across the 26 service 
providers, many offer a variety of service offers. In January, there was a decrease in the total 
number of service offerings across all service providers when compared to the previous month, 
falling from 45 to 42. For example, two companies ceased offering flat-rate services while one 
began. A detailed breakdown of those services offerings, including prices is included with this 
report.   

Range of pricing models available  

9 core service price models are available to residential users. This is the same as the previous 
month and one less than November.   

Examples of the service price models include: Service charge plus per kg weight charge; E-tag, Flat 
Rate and other options.  

The January analysis can be accessed at the following link https://www.dccae.gov.ie/en-
ie/environment/topics/waste/the-householder-and-waste/household-waste-collection/Pages/Price-
Monitoring-Group-.aspx 

Prices broadly stable within the most popular price model 

The pricing model most widely available now is the Service-Charge-Including-Weight-Allowance-
Plus-KG-Charge-for-Excess-Above-Weight-Allowance model. Availability of this service has 
grown each month since price monitoring began, increasing from 7 to 13 providers.  

Of the13 providers offering this service, prices across 12 did not change when compared to the 
previous month. One provider increased their monthly service charge from €25 to €26.50.   

Service-charge-plus-charge-per-life-per-bin. Just three companies offer this price model. 
Compared to the December analysis, two of the providers increased the monthly service charge 
from €4.17 to €5 and €5.42 respectively.    

Flat-rate services decline 

The number of service providers offering flat-rate services declined compared to the previous month 
(from 9 to 8).  

One company recorded a price drop in this category. The monthly service charge fell from €26 to 
€24.50. The same company introduced a new E-Tag option.   

About the Price Monitoring Group 

The Group was established by the Minister for Communications, Climate Change & Environment, 
Mr. Denis Naughten, T.D., to monitor the on-going cost of residential waste collection to 
homeowners across Ireland as the 'flat-rate structure' is being phased out.  

 Composition of the PMG 

The group comprises representatives from:  

https://www.dccae.gov.ie/en-ie/environment/topics/waste/the-householder-and-waste/household-waste-collection/Pages/Price-Monitoring-Group-.aspx
https://www.dccae.gov.ie/en-ie/environment/topics/waste/the-householder-and-waste/household-waste-collection/Pages/Price-Monitoring-Group-.aspx
https://www.dccae.gov.ie/en-ie/environment/topics/waste/the-householder-and-waste/household-waste-collection/Pages/Price-Monitoring-Group-.aspx


 Waste Policy & Resource Efficiency Division 
 An economist from the Department of Communications, Climate Action and Environment,  
 A statistician from the Central Statistics Office.  
 Shelfwatch – an independent price monitoring group and  
 Frank Conway, an independent consumer expert. 

 

To date, the PMG has met on six separate occasions: 13th September, 11th October, 14th November, 
12th December, 9th January 2018 and 13th February 2018. END 

  



 

Comment: Changing landscape for household waste impacts 

us all  

16th March 2018 

The recent decision taken by Chinese authorities to restrict the intake of certain waste streams from 

abroad has had worldwide ramifications. Most important, it has resulted in the closure of the worlds 

largest recycling market and one to which a major proportion of Irish waste recycling ended up. 

Ireland is not alone, other countries are impacted also. Whether or not the Chinese reverse their 

decision in the future is unknown, but what is known is their decision has sent a shot across the bow 

of how we must all think about waste in the future, including how we manage it along every step of 

the journey, from purchase to leaving our homes.  

The Price Monitoring Group was established  in September 2017 by the Minister for 

Communications, Climate Action & Environment, Mr. Denis Naughten, T.D., to monitor the on-going 

cost of residential waste collection to homeowners across Ireland as the 'flat-rate structure' was 

being phased out. It monitors the ongoing cost of household waste collection which companies 

charge, including the cost of recycling or 'green bin' collection.  

19 waste collection companies are mystery shopped each month. Companies charge for waste 

collection differently, there is no uniform price in place but the Group identifies all of the key price 

variables, including annual or monthly service charges, waste lift charges, recycling lift charges, 

organic lift charges, excess per KG waste charges and so on. The mystery shopping exercise 

verifies prices waste collection companies charge by talking to a representative at the company and 

also by checking their website; this is a two-step process to ensure accuracy of price information is 

recorded.  

To date, what the Group has discovered is homeowners face a wide mix of price options. Overall, 

there are 9 different pricing models on offer which range from a relatively simple Annual Service 

Charge plus Charge Per-Lift-Per Bin to more complex Service Charge (including weight allowance) 

plus per KG charge for excess weight above allowance. And, although being phased out, some 

even still quote for flat-rate charges, however, the number of waste collection companies that quote 

for flat-rate services has fallen from nine to three over the last two months.  

The purpose of the group is to gain a broad understanding of whether or not prices are fluctuating 

and if they are, by how much. The Price Monitoring Group was not established to provide a price 

comparison service to monitor prices being charged by every collector in the country, accordingly, 

the outcomes are published on an anonymised basis. For example, a family in rural Galway might 

find it interesting what a family in Dublin pays for the collection of their household waste but if that 

Galway family is not serviced by that company, it will have little or no direct impact on what they pay. 

However, the analysis does help inform the direction, generally that prices are taking and this is 

something policy-makers can use as they see appropriate.   

Many of the 19 companies offer several different collection services. This means that across the 

companies that are monitored monthly, there are over 40 different service offers. So the job of the 

Price Monitoring Group is to ensure it tracks any changes in the prices being quoted across all of the 

40-plus services that are tracked currently, this is to ensure the Group is comparing like-for-like each 

month.  

Since recording began, the prices that waste collection services have quoted has, in the vast 

majority of cases, remained stable. However, that said, there have been some minor price increases 

nonetheless. Those rises impacted the residual or so-called black bin collection services, but not 

recycling charges to date.  



The Group also identified some small number of cases where some waste collection companies 

were quoting for the collection of recycling or green bin services. In the latest published data, this 

happened in about 8 of the 40+ different service offers across the companies that are being 

monitored.  

What homeowners may or may not be aware of is that companies manage their costs of collecting 

recycling  has been through a form of subsidy and even cross-subsidy. And with the Chinese 

decision, there is now a major market disruption at play that is likely to have some impact. For 

starters, a major source of market subsidy has been removed and very directly, this will impact the 

overall calculus, especially the cost to waste collection companies and ultimately, those that present 

waste for collection; householders.  

For householders, given that the Chinese decision is likely to be a permanent arrangement, it will 

mean that we must give greater consideration to the amount of waste we create, including recycling. 

This is important for a number of reasons; the environment and our household budgets. I have no 

doubt that the vast majority of people are keen to balance both well. China's jolt to the market should 

be used as a wake-up call to the long term approach to how we manage waste locally. 

In the meantime, for homeowners that are keen to keep their waste and recycling volumes low, 

there are a number of Government-led initiatives that provide education on how to reduce, reuse 

and recycle waste generally. Those can be found at:  

http://recyclinglistireland.ie/ 

Recycling Ambassador Programme: http://voiceireland.org/rap/ 

http://www.curwmo.ie/ 

http://emwr.ie/what-you-can-dop-at-home 

http://southernwasteregion.ie/ 

http://www.epa.ie/livegreen/ 

http://www.epa.ie/begreen/ 

http://www.brownbin.ie/ 

http://stopfoodwaste.ie/ 

Repak  https://www.repak.ie/for-home/ 
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Cost of household waste collection in February remained 

stable for most, with minor fluctuations for some  

March 15th 2018   

Flat-rate services decline significantly 

Key findings from February market analysis 

The cost homeowners pay for the collection of household waste remained broadly stable in the 
month of February compared to a month earlier. This is the finding of the latest market analysis 
undertaken by the Price Monitoring Group, established by the Minister for Communications, 
Climate Change & Environment, Mr. Denis Naughten, T.D., to monitor the on-going cost of 
residential waste collection to homeowners across Ireland as the 'flat-rate structure' is being 
phased out.  

The Group monitors 26 service providers in total across the country which comprises 19 
different individual companies with a number of companies being monitored in more than one 
area. Similar to previous month's findings, there continues to be no single or uniform price 
arrangement across all of the service providers monitored. For example, some service 
providers offer a variety of different waste collection packages to homeowners. Because of this, 
when the total number of waste collection providers and the various collection packages are 
combined, a total of 41 different service offers were identified and verified in February, this is 
one less than the previous month (a full breakdown of all service offers is included with this 
report).  

Range of pricing models available  

While there is no single or uniform price being offered for the collection of household waste, 
service providers are coalescing around 9 different price models. This is the same number 
recorded in January.  

Examples of the price models include: Service charge plus per kg weight charge; E-tag, Flat 
Rate and other options.  

What is notable from the February analysis is the growth of one particular price model; Service 
Charge (incl weight allowance) plus per KG Charge for Excess above Allowance. Service 
providers have been offering this particular price model to householders at an increasing 
rate.For example, in December, 11 companies offered this price model, in January, 13 
companies did and in February, this has grown to 18.  

Flat-rate offers decline 

The number of service providers now offering flat-rate collection services has fallen to just 
three. This is the second month in-a-row a decline has been recorded and is down from nine 
companies that offered flat-rate services in December.  

Price comparison of the most popular service 

18 service providers now offer the Service Charge (including weight allowance) plus per KG 
Charge for Excess above Allowance package. When we examined which companies also 
offered this service in January, there were 13. Of the 13, 12 companies kept their Service 
Charge the same and one company decreased its Service Charge from €26.65 to €24.17, a fall 
of 9%.  

Where prices increased 

There are three cases where price increases were recorded. Those are as follows: 

1. Service provider C, Service Charge plus per KG Weight Charge quoted monthly cost 
increased from €10 to €15. Company C also began offering the Service Charge (including 
weight allowance) plus per KG Charge for Excess above Allowance 



2. Service provider I, Flat-Rate, quoted monthly cost increased from €29.00 per month to 
€35 per month (company I also offers an e-Tag option).  

3. Service provider O, Service Charge plus Charge Per Lift Per Bin plus Per KG Excess 
Charge – quoted monthly cost rose from €7.17 to €9.17.  

Why some information is anonymised 

The purpose of the group is to gain a broad understanding of whether or not prices are 
fluctuating and if they are, by how much. The Price Monitoring Group was not established to 
provide a price comparison service; this would require the monitoring of the sixty plus 
household waste collectors in the country across the different areas they provide a service, 
accordingly, the outcomes are published on an anonymised basis.  

Composition of the PMG 

The group comprises representatives from:  

 Waste Policy & Resource Efficiency Division 
 An economist from the Department of Communications, Climate Action and Environment,  
 A statistician from the Central Statistics Office.  
 Shelfwatch – an independent price monitoring group and  
 Frank Conway, an independent consumer expert. 

 
 To date, the Price Monitoring Group has met on seven separate occasions: 13th September, 11th 
October, 14th November, 12th December, 9th January 2018, 13th February and the 13th of March. 
END 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Statement: March Findings from the Household Waste 

Collection Price Monitoring Group  

Trend shows residential waste collection costs remain stable but market providers need 

to intensify engagement with consumers on complex pricing structures. 

Drop in Service Charge (incl. weight allowance) plus per KG Charge for Excess above 

Allowance. 

April 16th, 2018  

Key findings from March '18 market analysis: 

The cost homeowners pay for the collection of household waste remained broadly stable in the 

month of March compared to a month earlier. This is despite the advance notice given by some 

providers of their intention to introduce Green Bin or waste recycling charges beginning April 

2018.  

The Price Monitoring Group, which was established to monitor the cost of residential household 

waste collection during the phasing out of Flat Rate services, monitors 26 service providers. 

This comprises 19 individual companies with several of those being monitored in more than one 

area.  

Similar to previous month's findings, there continues to be no single or uniform price 

arrangement across all of the service providers monitored; some service providers offer a 

variety of different waste collection packages to homeowners.  

Because of this, when the total number of waste collection providers and the various collection 

packages are combined, a total of 39 different service offers were identified and verified in 

March, this is two less than the previous month and a fall of 6 from a peak of 45 identified in the 

December monitoring (a full breakdown of all service offers is attached).  

Range of pricing models available  

Many waste collection companies offer a range of price plans. However, the Group has 

observed that waste collection office staff may sometimes struggle to effectively and efficiently 

fully disclose prices when contacted by phone. This is a concern to the Group as it means that 

some consumers may be unable to compare the market for the best prices.  

Better staff training necessary for consistent disclosure to consumers  

In situations where office staff may have taken longer than expected to provide price details, the 

Group used company websites to confirm prices. However, the Group is aware not all 

companies provide prices on their websites and not all consumers will have internet access, or 

are comfortable with this mode of comparison. Therefore, it is important that all waste collection 

companies ensure staff that is responsible for answering consumer calls or maintaining 

websites are adequately trained to provide this information quickly and efficiently.  

Complex Price Models 

Across all of the companies monitored, there are 9 different price models. This is the same 

number recorded in February.  

Examples of price models include: Service charge plus per kg weight charge; E-tag, Flat Rate 

and other options.  



In a slight reversal, there has been a drop in what had been the fastest growing price model; 

Service Charge (incl weight allowance) plus per KG Charge for Excess above Allowance. 

Service providers had been offering this particular price model to householders at an increasing 

rate. For example, in December, 11 companies offered this price model, in January, 13 

companies did and in February, this had grown to 18 but in March, this decreased by 2. The 

number of service providers offering flat-rate collection services remains at three, this is the 

same number as the previous month.  

Price movements within the most popular service 

The most popular price model across all of the service providers monitored is the Service 

Charge (including weight allowance) plus per KG Charge for Excess above Allowance package. 

16 waste collection providers now offer this service. This represents a drop of 2 from the 

previous month. When we examined and compared the companies that also offered this service 

in February, prices have remained overwhelmingly stable except for just a few small 

movements: 

1.     Service provider T, Monthly service charge decreased from €24.95 to €24.92 

2.     Service provider Y, Monthly service charge increased from €26.00 to €29.86 

3.     Service provider Z, Monthly Per KG Waste Charge decreased from €.25 to €.18 

Compost lift price announcement 

One other area where a price was introduced for the first time was under the E-tag option. 

There are 2 service providers offering E-tag. One service provider began quoting for a €9 

compost lift charge in March. This is the first time this company quoted for a compost lift charge. 

Another service provider offering the E-tag option has said it provides a free compost lift.  

Why some information is anonymised 

The purpose of the group is to gain a broad understanding of whether or not prices are 

fluctuating and if they are, by how much. The Price Monitoring Group was not established to 

provide a price comparison service; this would require whole-of-market monitoring of the sixty 

plus household waste collectors in the country across the different areas they provide a service, 

accordingly, the outcomes are published on an anonymised basis.  

More efficient price disclosure 

As already identified, the primary focus of the Price Monitoring Group is to assess, record and 

report price movement for the collection of household waste. However, the Group has some 

concerns at the time it takes some providers to disclose their prices either over the phone or on 

their websites.  

Composition of the PMG 

The group comprises representatives from:  

-      Waste Policy & Resource Efficiency Division 

-      An economist from the Department of Communications, Climate Action and Environment,  

-      A statistician from the Central Statistics Office.  

-      Shelfwatch – an independent price monitoring group and  

-      Frank Conway, Chair - an independent consumer expert. 

To date, the Price Monitoring Group has met on seven occasions:  



Appendix 2: Market Data

 

Price Monitoring Group (Dec 2017 Mkt Data)

Service 

P ro vider Service P rice M o del

Service 

C harge

W ast e 

Lif t

R ecycling  

Lif t

Organic 

Lif t  

Per kg  

C harge 

W A STE

Per KG 

charge 

R EC Y C LE

Per KG 

C harge 

Organic

Excess 

W ast e Per 

Kg

Excess 

Green Per 

Kg

Excess 

Org  Per 

Kg

W ast e KG 

A llowance

Organic 

KG 

A llowance

R ecycling  

KG 

A llowance

A

Service charge (incl weight allowance) plus 

per kg charge for excess weight above 

allowance €25.50 €0.12 €0.00 €0.00 50kg

A Service charge plus per kg weight charge €10.00 €0.33 €0.00 €0.19

A Service charge plus charge per lift per bin €13.16 €7.50 €0.00 €4.00

B

Service charge (incl weight allowance) plus 

per kg charge for excess weight above 

allowance €25.50 €0.12 €0.00 €0.00 50kg

B Service charge plus per kg weight charge €11.00 €0.33 €0.00 €0.19

B Service charge plus charge per lift per bin €13.16 €9.00 €0.00 €5.00

C

Service charge (incl weight allowance) plus 

per kg charge for excess weight above 

allowance €25.50 €0.12 €0.00 €0.00 50kg

C Service charge plus per kg weight charge €10.00 €0.35 €0.00 €0.20

C Service charge plus charge per lift per bin €13.16 €9.00 €0.00 €5.00

D Service charge plus per kg weight charge €12.00 €0.19 €0.00 €0.12

D
Service charge, charge per pift per bin plus per 

kg weight charges €8.00 €3.00 €3.00 €3.00 €0.22 €0.00 €0.12

E Service charge plus per kg weight charge €17.00 €0.22 €0.00 €0.12

E
Service charge, charge per pift per bin plus per 

kg weight charges €8.00 €3.00 €3.00 €3.00 €0.22 €0.00 €0.12

F Service Charge plus weight band charge €25.75

G Flat rate €26.50

H Flat rate €26.50

I Flat rate €29.00

I E-tag option €0.00 €13.50 €6.50 40kg 20kg

J

Service charge (incl weight allowance) plus 

per kg charge for excess weight above 

allowance €18.50 €0.30 €0.00 €0.00 42kg

J Service charge plus per kg weight charge €13.00 €0.35 €0.00 €0.23

K Flat rate €26.66

L
service charge plus charge per lift per bin plus 

per kg excess charge €7.40 €10.00 €5.00 €5.00 €0.20 €0.00 €0.00 50kg

M E-tag option €0.00 €13.50 €6.50 45kg 20kg

M Service charge plus per kg weight charge €10.75 €0.20 €0.08 €0.10

M Service charge plus per kg weight charge €19.67 €0.17 €0.00 €0.00

N Flat rate €26.50

N Service charge plus charge per lift per bin €1.00 €11.00 €6.00 €6.00

O
Service charge, charge per pift per bin plus per 

kg weight charges €7.17 €3.20 €0.00 €2.56 €0.28 €0.00 €0.16

P Flat rate €26.00 €0.00 €0.00 €0.00

Q

Service charge (incl weight allowance) plus 

per kg charge for excess weight above 

allowance €25.00 €0.25 €0.25 €0.00 80kg 20kg

Q
Per lift charge (incl weight allowance) plus per 

kg charge for excess weight above allowance €12.00 €6.00 €0.00 €0.00

R

Service charge (incl weight allowance) plus 

per kg charge for excess weight above 

allowance €25.00 €0.27 €0.27 50kg 40kg

S Flat rate 27.5

S Service charge plus charge per lift per bin 8.25 12.5 3.5 4.5

T Flat rate €24.95

T Service charge plus charge per lift per bin €8.25 €12.50 €3.50 €4.50

U

Service charge (incl weight allowance) plus 

per kg charge for excess weight above 

allowance €18.00 €0.30 €0.00 €0.20 42kg 50kg

V

Service charge (incl weight allowance) plus 

per kg charge for excess weight above 

allowance €18.00 €0.30 €0.00 €0.20 42kg 50kg

W

Service charge (incl weight allowance) plus 

per kg charge for excess weight above 

allowance €17.50 €0.25 €0.00 €0.00 40kg

W
service charge plus charge per lift per bin plus 

per kg excess charge €4.17 €9.90 €0.00 €4.90 €0.20 40kg

X

Service charge (incl weight allowance) plus 

per kg charge for excess weight above 

allowance €21.50 €0.25 40kg

X
service charge plus charge per lift per bin plus 

per kg excess charge €4.17 €9.90 €0.00 €4.90 €0.20 40kg

Y Flat rate €26.00

Y Service Charge plus charge per lift per bin €3.50 €5.50 €2.50 €7.50

Z

Service charge (incl weight allowance) plus 

per kg charge for excess weight above 

allowance €25.00 €0.18 30kg



 

Price Monitoring Group (Jan 2018 Mkt Data)

Service 

P ro vider Service o ffering D escript io n

Service 

C harge

W ast e 

Lif t

R ecycling  

Lif t

Organic 

Lif t  

Per kg  

C harge 

W A STE

Per KG 

charge 

R EC Y C LE

Per KG 

C harge 

Organic

Excess 

W ast e Per 

Kg

Excess 

Green Per 

Kg

Excess 

Org  Per 

Kg

W ast e KG 

A llowance

Organic 

KG 

A llowance

R ecycling  

KG 

A llowance

A

Service charge (incl weight allowance) plus 

per kg charge for excess weight above 

allowance €25.50 €0.12 €0.00 €0.00 50kg - -

A Service charge plus per kg weight charge €10.00 €0.33 €0.00 €0.19

A Service charge plus charge per lift per bin €13.16 €7.50 €0.00 €4.00

B

Service charge (incl weight allowance) plus 

per kg charge for excess weight above 

allowance €25.50 €0.12 €0.00 €0.00 50kg - -

B Service charge plus per kg weight charge €11.00 €0.33 €0.00 €0.19

B Service charge plus charge per lift per bin €13.16 €9.00 €0.00 €6.00

C

Service charge (incl weight allowance) plus 

per kg charge for excess weight above 

allowance €25.50 €0.12 €0.00 €0.00 50kg

C Service charge plus per kg weight charge €15.00 €0.21 - -

D Service charge plus per kg weight charge €12.00 €0.19 €0.00 €0.12

D
Service charge, charge per pift per bin plus 

per kg weight charges €8.00 €3.00 €3.00 €3.00 €0.22 €0.00 €0.12

E

service charge (incl weight allowance) plus 

per kg charge for excess weight above 

allowance €29.16 €0.22 - - 29KG - -

E Service charge plus per kg weight charge €17.00 €0.22 €0.00 €0.12

E
Service charge, charge per pift per bin plus 

per kg weight charges €8.00 €3.00 €3.00 €3.00 €0.22 €0.00 €0.12

F
Service charge, charge per lift per bin plus 

per kg weight charges €3.75 €5.00 €5.00 €2.50 €0.17 €0.025 -

F Service Charge plus weight band charge €25.75

G

service charge (incl weight allowance) plus 

per kg charge for excess weight above 

allowance €25.50 €0.25 - - 20KG - -

H

service charge (incl weight allowance) plus 

per kg charge for excess weight above 

allowance €26.65 - 75kg

I Flat rate €35.00

I E-tag option €0.00 €13.50 €6.50 €9.00 €0.23 €0.23 - 40kg - 20kg

J

Service charge (incl weight allowance) plus 

per kg charge for excess weight above 

allowance €18.50 €0.30 €0.00 €0.00 42kg - -

J Service charge plus per kg weight charge €13.00 €0.35 €0.00 €0.23

K

Service charge (incl weight allowance) plus 

per kg charge for excess weight above 

allowance €24.17 TBC TBC TBC 50kg

L

Service charge (incl weight allowance) plus 

per kg charge for excess weight above 

allowance €28.00 - - 33kg -

L
service charge plus charge per lift per bin 

plus per kg excess charge €7.40 €10.00 €5.00 €5.00 €0.20 - - 50kg - -

M Service charge plus per kg weight charge €19.67 €0.17 €0.00 €0.00

M E-tag option €13.50 €6.50 N/A 45kg N/A 20kg

N Flat rate €26.50

O
Service charge plus charge per lift per bin 

plus per kg excess charge €9.17 €9.05 - - €0.17 - - 40kg - -

P Flat rate €26.00

Q

Per lift charge (incl weight allowance) plus 

per kg charge for excess weight above 

allowance €12.00 €6.00 - 40kg 20kg -

R

Service charge (incl weight allowance) plus 

per kg charge for excess weight above 

allowance €25.00 €0.27 €0.27 - 50kg - 40kg

S

Service charge (incl weight allowance) plus 

per kg charge for excess weight above 

allowance €27.50 €0.17 €0.00 €0.00 59kg €0.00 €0.00

T

Service charge (incl weight allowance) plus 

per kg charge for excess weight above 

allowance €24.95 €0.17 €0.00 €0.00 59kg €0.00 €0.00

U

Service charge (incl weight allowance) plus 

per kg charge for excess weight above 

allowance €18.00 €0.30 €0.00 €0.20 42kg 50kg NIL

V

Service charge (incl weight allowance) plus 

per kg charge for excess weight above 

allowance €18.00 €0.30 €0.00 €0.20 42kg 50kg NIL

W

Service charge (incl weight allowance) plus 

per kg charge for excess weight above 

allowance €17.50 €0.25 - - 40kg - -

W
service charge plus charge per lift per bin 

plus per kg excess charge €5.00 €9.90 €0.00 €4.90 €0.25 40kg

X

Service charge (incl weight allowance) plus 

per kg charge for excess weight above 

allowance €21.50 €0.25 - - 40kg - -

X
service charge plus charge per lift per bin 

plus per kg excess charge €5.42 €9.90 €0.00 €4.90 €0.25 40kg

Y

Service charge (incl weight allowance) plus 

per kg charge for excess weight above 

allowance €26.00 - 50kg

Y Service Charge plus charge per lift per bin €4.50 €5.50 €2.50 €7.50

Z

Service charge (incl weight allowance) plus 

per kg charge for excess weight above 

allowance €25.00 €0.25 - - 30kg - -



 

 

Price Monitoring Group (Feb 2018 Mkt Data)

Service 

P ro vider Service o ffering D escript io n

Service 

C harge

W ast e 

Lif t

R ecycling  

Lif t

Organic 

Lif t  

Per kg  

C harge 

W A STE

Per KG 

charge 

R EC Y C LE

Per KG 

C harge 

Organic

Excess 

W ast e Per 

Kg

Excess 

Green Per 

Kg

Excess 

Org  Per 

Kg

W ast e KG 

A llowance

Organic 

KG 

A llowance

R ecycling  

KG 

A llowance

A

Service charge (incl weight allowance) plus 

per kg charge for excess weight above 

allowance €25.50 €0.12 €0.00 €0.00 50kg - -

A Service charge plus per kg weight charge €10.00 €0.33 €0.00 €0.19

A Service charge plus charge per lift per bin €13.16 €7.50 €0.00 €4.00

B

Service charge (incl weight allowance) plus 

per kg charge for excess weight above 

allowance €25.50 €0.12 €0.00 €0.00 50kg - -

B Service charge plus per kg weight charge €11.00 €0.33 €0.00 €0.19

B Service charge plus charge per lift per bin €13.16 €9.00 €0.00 €6.00

C Service charge plus per kg weight charge €10.00 €21.00 - -

D Service charge plus per kg weight charge €12.00 €0.19 €0.00 €0.12

D Flat Rate €29.16

D
Service charge, charge per pift per bin plus 

per kg weight charges €8.00 €3.00 €3.00 €3.00 €0.22 €0.00 €0.12

E

service charge (incl weight allowance) plus 

per kg charge for excess weight above 

allowance €29.16 €0.22 - - 29KG - -

E Service charge plus per kg weight charge €17.00 €0.22 €0.00 €0.12

E
Service charge, charge per pift per bin plus 

per kg weight charges €8.00 €3.00 €3.00 €3.00 €0.22 €0.00 €0.12

F
Service charge, charge per lift per bin plus 

per kg weight charges €3.75 €5.00 €5.00 €2.50 €0.17 €0.025 -

G

service charge (incl weight allowance) plus 

per kg charge for excess weight above 

allowance €25.50 €0.25 - - 20KG - -

H Flat rate €26.65

I Flat rate €29.00

I E-tag option €0.00 €13.50 €0.00 €6.50 €0.23 €0.23 - 40kg - 20kg

J

Service charge (incl weight allowance) plus 

per kg charge for excess weight above 

allowance €18.50 €0.30 €0.00 €0.00 42kg - -

J Service charge plus per kg weight charge €13.00 €0.35 €0.00 €0.23

K

Service charge (incl weight allowance) plus 

per kg charge for excess weight above 

allowance €26.65 TBC TBC TBC 35KG

L
service charge plus charge per lift per bin 

plus per kg excess charge €7.40 €10.00 €5.00 €5.00 €0.20 - - 50kg - -

M E-tag option €5.00 €13.50 €6.50 N/A 45kg N/A 20kg

N Flat rate €26.50

O
Service charge, charge per pift per bin plus 

per kg weight charges €7.17 €3.20 €0.00 €2.56 €0.27 €0.00 €0.16

P E-tag option €0.00 €11.20 €3.80 N/A

P Flat rate €24.50

Q

Service charge (incl weight allowance) plus 

per kg charge for excess weight above 

allowance €25.00 €0.25 €0.25 €0.00 80kg 20kg

Q

Per lift charge (incl weight allowance) plus 

per kg charge for excess weight above 

allowance €12.00 €6.00 - 40kg 20kg -

R

Service charge (incl weight allowance) plus 

per kg charge for excess weight above 

allowance €25.00 €0.27 €0.27 - 50kg - 40kg

S Flat rate €27.50

T Flat rate €24.95

U

Service charge (incl weight allowance) plus 

per kg charge for excess weight above 

allowance €18.00 €0.30 €0.00 €0.20 42kg 50kg NIL

V

Service charge (incl weight allowance) plus 

per kg charge for excess weight above 

allowance €18.00 €0.30 €0.00 €0.20 42kg 50kg NIL

W

Service charge (incl weight allowance) plus 

per kg charge for excess weight above 

allowance €17.50 €0.25 - - 40kg - -

W
service charge plus charge per lift per bin 

plus per kg excess charge €5.00 €9.90 €0.00 €4.90 €0.25 40kg

X

Service charge (incl weight allowance) plus 

per kg charge for excess weight above 

allowance €21.50 €0.25 - - 40kg - -

X
service charge plus charge per lift per bin 

plus per kg excess charge €5.42 €9.90 €0.00 €4.90 €0.25 40kg

Y Flat rate €26.00

Y Service Charge plus charge per lift per bin €4.50 €5.50 €2.50 €7.50

Z

Service charge (incl weight allowance) plus 

per kg charge for excess weight above 

allowance €26.50 €0.25 - - 30kg - -

             


